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Abstract—Social media posts are often tagged with geographical coordinates or other information that allows identifying
user positions, this way enabling mobility pattern analysis using
trajectory mining techniques. This paper presents a methodology
and discusses results of a study aimed at discovering behavior and
mobility patterns of Instagram users who visited EXPO 2015, the
Universal Exposition hosted in Milan, Italy, from May to October
2015. We collected and analyzed geotagged posts published by
about 238,000 Instagram users who visited EXPO 2015, including
more than 570,000 posts published during the visits, and 2.63
million posts published by them from one month before to
one month after their visit to EXPO. To cope with this large
amount of data, the whole process - from data collection to data
mining - was implemented on a high-performance cloud platform
that provided the necessary storage and compute resources. The
analysis allowed us to discover how the number of visitors
changed over time, which were the sets of most frequently visited
pavilions, which countries the visitors came from, and the main
flows of destination of visitors towards Italian cities and regions in
the days after their visit to EXPO. A strong correlation (Pearson
coefficient 0.7) was measured between official visitor numbers
and the visit trends produced by our analysis, which assessed
the effectiveness of the proposed methodology and confirmed the
reliability of results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The huge volume of user-generated data in social media
platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, can be
exploited to extract valuable information concerning human
dynamics and behaviors. Social data analysis is a fast growing
research area aimed at extracting useful information from
this large amount of data. It is used for the analysis of
collective sentiments, for understanding the behavior of groups
of people or the dynamics of public opinion [1]. Social media
posts are often tagged with geographical coordinates or other
information (e.g., text, photos) that allows identifying users’
positions. Therefore, social media users moving through a set

of locations produce a huge amount of georeferenced data that
embed extensive knowledge about human dynamics and mobility behaviors. In the latest years, there has been a growing
interest in the extraction of trajectories from geotagged social
data using trajectory mining techniques [2].
This paper describes a methodology and the results of a
study aimed at discovering behavior and mobility patterns
of Instagram users attending EXPO 2015, the Universal Exposition held under the theme “Feeding the Planet, Energy
for Life,” which was hosted in Milan, Italy, from May 1st
to October 31st, 2015. The data source is composed of
the geotagged posts published by the Instagram users who
visited EXPO. Instagram is a sharply rising service for social
networking, mobile photo-sharing and video-sharing, which
allows users, after taking a photo or video, to share it, possibly
on other platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and
Flickr. Each media (picture or video) can be accompanied by
text, hashtags, mentions to other users, and a location field
that allows to geographically tag the photo or video.
We collected and analyzed the geotagged posts published by
about 238,000 Instagram users who visited EXPO, resulting
in more than 570,000 posts published during the visits, and
2.63 million posts published by users from one month before
to one month after their visit to EXPO. The main goal of the
analysis was to discover the mobility patterns of the visitors
inside the EXPO pavillons and outside EXPO. In particular,
users’ positions were tracked before, during and after the
visits to the exhibition area. To this end, data were processed
through algorithms and methodologies for associative analysis
(associative pattern mining) and sequential analysis (sequential
pattern mining). Associative analysis was used to discover the
most frequent sets of visited pavilions, while sequential pattern
analysis allowed us to discover the origin of visitors, and the

main flows of destination of foreign visitors towards Italian
regions and cities in the days after their visit to EXPO. To
cope with the large amount of data and the complexity of
associative and sequential pattern mining tasks, the whole data
collection and mining process was implemented on a highperformance cloud platform - Microsoft Azure - that provided
the necessary scalability to storage and compute resources.
A strong correlation (Pearson coefficient 0.7) was measured
between official visitor numbers and the visit trends obtained
by our analysis, which confirms the reliability of the results
as well as the effectiveness of the methodology.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II provides
some definitions and the objectives of the study. Section III
describes our methodology for data collection and analysis.
Section IV presents the main results of the analysis. Section
V discusses related work. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. D EFINITIONS AND OBJECTIVES
The study is aimed at discovering behavior and mobility
patterns of Instagram users visiting the exhibition sections
of EXPO 2015. Exhibitors were individual countries, international organizations, civil society organizations and companies, for a total of 188 exhibition spaces. Some of the
exhibitors were hosted inside individual (self-built) pavilions,
while others were hosted inside shared pavilions. For the sake
of uniformity, in this paper we will use the term pavilion
to indicate both an individual pavilion and a distinct area
(assigned to a given exhibitor) of a shared pavilion.
A. Preliminary definitions
We provide here some definitions of the main concepts that
will be used in the remainder of the paper.
• IP : Set of georeferenced Instagram posts published inside EXPO in the period May 1st - October 31st, 2015.
• V IS: Set of EXPO visitors who published at least one
of the Instagram posts in IP .
• OP : Set of georeferenced Instagram posts published
outside EXPO by all the users in V IS, from one month
before to one month after their visit to EXPO.
• pti : An Instagram post in IP or OP , characterized by
the following properties: user who posted pti , location
(user-defined name of the place), latitude and longitude
(coordinates of the place from which pti was sent), ts
(timestamp of the post) and text.
• pni : Position name of pti , a string that uniquely represents the place from which pti was published, which is
associated to pti based on its location, coordinates or text
properties.
• CN : Set containing the position name of all the countries
in the world but Italy (“USA”, “China”, etc.).
• RN : Set containing the position name of all the Italian
regions (“Lazio”, “Lombardy”, etc.).
• M N : Set containing the position name of the main Italian
cities (“Rome”, “Milan”, etc.).
• P AV : Set of EXPO pavilions, including both country
pavilions and organization/company ones.

•

•

•

•

P N : Set containing the position name of every country
pavilion (“USA Pavilion”, “China Pavilion”, etc.) and
of every organization/company pavilion (“UN Pavilion”,
etc.) in P AV .
gn: Generic position name (“EXPO 2015”) for all the
places that are inside EXPO but are not associated with
any pavilion in P AV .
Pij = <pnij ,tsij > is a geo-temporal descriptor containing position name and timestamp of the j-th post
published by a user vi ∈ V IS, considering all the posts
present in IP and OP .
T = {T1 , T2 , ..., Tm }, where m is the size of V IS, is
a dataset containing the geo-temporal descriptors of all
the georeferenced posts published by the Instagram users
who visited EXPO. In particular, the i-th tuple Ti of T
is a pair:
< vi , {Pi1 , Pi2 , ..., Pik } >
where vi is a user in V IS who published k of the posts
present in IP and OP .

B. Objectives of the analysis
The main goals of the study are as follows.
1) Analysis of visit trends. We studied how the number of
visitors changed over time. The number of visitors in a
day di is the number of tuples in T containing at least
one geo-temporal descriptor with position name in P N ∪
gn and timestamp in di . The results are compared with
the official visitor numbers to measure the correlation
between them, in order to assess the obtained results.
2) Discovery of the most visited pavilions. We analyzed
the observed data to learn the list of pavilions that have
been most visited by the Instagram users. The number
of visitors to a pavilion identified by a position name pn
in P N is given by the number of tuples in T containing
at least one geo-temporal descriptor with position name
pn.
3) Discovery of the most frequent sets of visited pavilions.
We extracted the sets of pavilions that are most frequently visited together by the Instagram users. The
problem is modeled as an associative pattern mining
instance, where a frequent associative pattern fap with
support s,
f ap = {pavi , pavj , . . . , pavk } (s)
is a subset of the pavilions in P AV , and s is the
percentage of tuples in T containing the position names
of fap. The final goal of this analysis is to discover
all the sets of pavilions whose support s is equal to
or greater than a given minimum support count smin ,
i.e. s ≥ smin .
4) Discovery of the origin of visitors. We studied the
mobility flows to EXPO, evaluating which countries
visitors came from. In case of visitors coming from Italy,
we also discovered city and region of origin. This task

is formulated as a sequential pattern mining problem,
where a frequent sequential pattern fsp with support s,
f sp =< site1 , site2 > (s)
is a sequence with site1 ∈ CN ∪ RN ∪ M N and
site2 ∈ P N ∪ gn, and s is the percentage of tuples in T
containing fsp. Therefore, the goal is to discover all the
sequences whose support s is equal to or greater than a
given minimum support count smin , i.e. s ≥ smin .
5) Analysis of the impact on local territory. We evaluated
the main flows of destination of foreign EXPO visitors
to Italian regions and cities, in the days after their visit to
EXPO. Also this task is modeled as a sequential pattern
mining problem, where the first site in the sequence
represents a location inside EXPO, and the second site
represents an Italian region or city.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The whole data collection and analysis process is composed
of five steps: A) identification of the Instagram locations
inside EXPO; B) collection of Instagram posts inside EXPO
and identification of visitors; C) collection of Instagram posts
published by visitors outside EXPO; D) creation of the input
dataset; E) trajectory mining. A description of the steps
is given in the remainder of the section. For the Reader’s
convenience, Table I lists the main symbols that will be used
throughout the section.
TABLE I
M AIN SYMBOLS USED THROUGHOUT THE SECTION .
Name
IP
V IS
OP
CN
RN
MN
PN

Meaning
Instagram posts published by visitors inside EXPO
Instagram users who published at least one post in IP
Instagram posts published outside EXPO by users in V IS
Position names of all the countries in the world but Italy
Position names of all the Italian regions
Position names of the main Italian cities
Position names of all the EXPO pavilions

A. Identification of the Instagram locations inside EXPO
The goal of this step is to identify the set EL of Instagram
locations inside the EXPO area. The Instagram API provides
a service that, given a geographical point c and a distance
r, returns the set of Instagram locations falling in the circle
centered at c of radius r. The set returned by the service may
not contain all the locations in the specified circle, because
there is a limit in the number of elements returned by the
Instagram API. To overcome this limitation, we proceeded as
follows. We partitioned the EXPO area in a grid, as shown in
Figure 1.
Let C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cn } be the set of grid intersection points
laying within the EXPO area. For each ci in C, we asked the
Instagram API to return the set Li of locations within a given
distance r from ci . The set EL of Instagram locations inside
EXPO is the union of all Li . EL was then cleaned to filter out
the locations with coordinates outside the EXPO area, which

Fig. 1. Partitioning the EXPO area in a grid.

were returned starting from grid points at the borders of the
area. At the end of data collection and cleaning, EL contained
2,890 locations. Every li in EL is a tuple <id, name, latitude,
longitude>, where latitude and longitude are the geographical
coordinates of li . Note that if two locations have the same id,
they have also the same coordinates, but can have different
names.
B. Collection of Instagram posts inside EXPO and identification of visitors
The goal of this step is to collect the set IP of Instagram
posts published inside the EXPO area in the period May
1st - October 31st, 2015, and to identify the set V IS of
Instagram users who visited EXPO. To this end, given the
set EL of Instagram locations inside EXPO identified in the
previous step, we proceeded as follows. For each li in EL, we
submitted to the Instagram API a query that, given li and the
period specified above, returns the set P Ti of Instagram posts
published from li during the period. By making the union of
all the P Ti , we obtain the set IP of all the Instagram posts
published inside EXPO. Then, we extracted the set V IS of
the distinct users who published at least one post in IP . The
number of posts in IP is equal to 570,973, while the number
of users in V IS is equal to 238,196, with an average of 2.4
posts per user.
C. Collection of Instagram posts published by visitors outside
EXPO
After having identified the Instagram users V IS who visited
EXPO, and having collected their posts IP during the visits,
we performed this step to collect the set OP of Instagram
posts published by the users in V IS in the timeframe from
one month before to one month after their visit at EXPO. We
created OP by retrieving, for each user vi in V IS who visited
EXPO in a day di , all the georeferenced posts published by
vi in the period starting one month before di and ending one
month after di . We made this operation using a service of the
Instagram API that allows retrieving all the posts of a given
user in a specified period. The total number of posts in OP
resulted in about 2.63 millions.
D. Creation of the input dataset
The goal of this fourth step is the creation of the dataset T
used as input for the analysis. We recall that the i-th tuple Ti
of T is a pair <vi , {Pi1 , Pi2 , ..., Pik }>, where Pij contains

position name and timestamp of the j-th post published by user
vi . The position name associated to a post depends on whether
it belongs to IP or to OP .
To assign a position name to the posts in IP , we created
and used two dictionaries: First Level Dictionary (F LD) and
Second Level Dictionary (SLD). F LD receives the Instagram
location of a post and returns the corresponding position name
in P N , if a mapping is found. To this end, F LD contains a
set of tuples <terma , termb >, where terma is an Instagram
location in EL, and termb is a position name in P N . There
can be multiple tuples having the same termb but different
terma . For instance, the F LD tuples <“US Pavilion”,“USA
Pavilion”> and <“Padiglione USA”,“USA Pavilion”> map
the Instagram locations “US Pavilion” and “Padiglione USA”
to the same position name “USA Pavilion”. In practice, F LD
allows us to convert different versions of the same location
(as defined by multiple Instagram users) to a unique position
name.
Using F LD, we were able to assign a position name to
160,307 posts, which represent the 28.08% of the posts in
IP . The remaining posts were passed to SLD, which receives
the text field of a post and returns the corresponding position
name in P N , if a mapping is found. SLD contains a set of
tuples <terma , termb >, where terma is a word or phrase
that may be found in the text of a post, and termb is a position
name in P N . An example is <“Enjoi #Emirates #Expo”,“UAE
Pavilion”>. Using SLD, we were able to assign a position
name to 195,699 posts, which represent an additional 34.27%
of the posts in IP . After having used F LD and SLD, 214,967
posts (corresponding to the 37.65% of all the posts in IP )
did not receive a specific position name inside EXPO and,
therefore, were labeled with the generic position name gn
“EXPO 2015”.
To assign a position name to the posts in OP , we considered
their geographical coordinates (recall that all the posts in OP
are georeferenced). If the coordinates of a post are within the
borders of a country different from Italy, then its position name
is the name of that country as listed in CN . If the coordinates
are within the borders of a main Italian city, the position
name is the name of that city as listed in M N . Finally, if
the coordinates are in Italy but not in a main city, the position
name is the name of the region, as listed in RN , where those
coordinates lie. Note that we went into finer granularity on
Italian places to better evaluate the mobility impact of foreign
visitors on the different locations of the country that hosted
EXPO.
E. Trajectory mining
Finally, after the creation of the dataset, it was analyzed
through algorithms and techniques for associative analysis
(associative pattern mining) and sequential analysis (sequential
pattern mining).
Associative analysis algorithms have the goal of discovering
(inside data) the values of attributes that occur together with a
high frequency. The mechanisms of association allow identifying the conditions that tend to occur simultaneously, or the

Fig. 2. Number of daily visitors.

Fig. 3. Number of visitors per week day.

patterns that repeat in certain conditions. This analysis also
allows to derive implication rules like A =⇒ B (if event A
occurs, then it is likely that also event B occurs). Applied to
the EXPO data, this type of analysis has allowed us to extract
the sets of pavilion that are most frequently visited together by
the Instagram users. We performed this task using FP-Growth,
an optimized frequent pattern mining algorithm that exploits
a special data structure named FP-tree [3].
Algorithms for sequence analysis are intended to discover
the sequences of elements that occur most frequently in the
data. Unlike associative analysis, in sequential analysis are
fundamental the time dimension and the chronological order in
which the values appear in the data. As part of the analysis that
was carried out on the EXPO data, it was possible to discover
the origin of the Instagram users who visited EXPO, and their
destination to Italian region and/or cities after their visit. This
task has been performed using SPADE (Sequential PAttern
Discovery using Equivalence classes), a frequent sequence
mining algorithm proposed in [4].
IV. R ESULTS
This section presents the main results of the study, divided
in five parts: A) visit trends; B) most visited pavilions; C)
most frequent sets of visited pavilions; D) origin of visitors;
E) impact on local territory.
A. Visit trends
The goal of this analysis is to find how the number of
visitors changed over time. Figure 2 shows the number of
daily visits to EXPO of Instagram users. The trends are quite
evident: initially (May and June) the visitors are relatively few;

TABLE II
M OST VISITED PAVILIONS ( VISITORS ≥ 6%).

Fig. 4. Comparison with the official visitor numbers.

then, they grow significantly during the months of September
and October. Figure 3 aggregates the visitor numbers based on
the week day. The results clearly show that during the weekend days there is a peak of visits, with the highest number of
visitors registered on Saturdays.
Figure 4 presents a comparison between trends and numbers
of the Instagram visitors we tracked, and the official visitors
published in the EXPO website for the period August 1st October 31st (official numbers have not been published for the
period before August). We used different scales for Instagram
visitor numbers and the EXPO visitor ones: on the right is the
scale of the formers, while on the left is the scale of the latter
ones. By looking at the trends in the figure, it can be noted
a strong correlation (Pearson coefficient 0.7) between official
visitor numbers and those obtained from our analysis, which
confirms the reliability of the results we obtained.
B. Most visited pavilions
We analyzed collected data to find the list of pavilions that
have been most visited by Instagram users. Table II presents
those results, restricted to the pavilions that were visited by at
least 6% of the users. The table shows that the most visited
pavilion, according to the Instagram posts that were analyzed,
was that of China (more than 20% of visitors), followed by
the pavilions of Japan, UK, Korea, Russia, Brazil and USA.
All other pavilions had percentages of visitors below 10%.
C. Most frequent sets of visited pavilions
Instagram data were also analyzed to extract the sets of
pavilions that were most frequently visited together by the
Instagram users who attended EXPO. The outcomes of the
analysis are the sets of pavilions whose support s is equal to
or greater than a given minimum support count smin . We used
smin = 2%, which led to the extraction of sets of length 2
(all the sets of length greater than 2 had s < smin ). The sets
of length 2 (pairs) extracted from this analysis are reported
in Table III. As shown in the table, 3.77% of users visited
the pavilions of China and Japan, while 3.75% visited the
pavilions of China and the UK. The other pairs of pavilions
with a percentage of visits over 3%, were <China, Korea>,
<China, Russia> and <Brazil, China>.

Rank

Pavilion

Visitors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

China
Japan
UK
Korea
Russia
Brazil
USA
UAE
Qatar
Italy
Netherlands
Austria
Spain
Thailand
Azerbaijan
Poland
Vietnam
Nepal
France

20.77%
16.38%
14.40%
13.03%
13.02%
12.56%
11.75%
9.32%
9.09%
8.59%
7.75%
7.72%
6.94%
6.78%
6.48%
6.46%
6.38%
6.35%
6.08%

TABLE III
M OST VISITED PAIRS OF PAVILIONS ( SUPPORT ≥ 2%).
Rank

Pavilion 1

Pavilion 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

China
China
China
China
Brazil
Japan
China
Japan
Japan
Korea
Japan
China
Russia
Russia
Brazil
Brazil
China
China
Japan

Japan
UK
Korea
Russia
China
UK
USA
Russia
Korea
UK
USA
UAE
USA
UK
Japan
UK
Qatar
Thailand
UAE

Support
3.77%
3.75%
3.29%
3.04%
3.03%
2.92%
2.76%
2.57%
2.51%
2.42%
2.39%
2.23%
2.20%
2.19%
2.14%
2.13%
2.09%
2.04%
2.03%

D. Origin of visitors
We studied the mobility flows to EXPO, analyzing which
countries the visitors come from according to the Instagram
data. In case of visitors coming from Italy, we also discovered
the city and region of origin. According to our analysis, 81,7%
of the Instagram posts were published by users coming from
Italy, while 18,3% by users coming from other countries.
Figure 5 shows the percentages of mobility flows from outside
Italy to EXPO. It can be seen that the largest inflows originated
from Spain and France (19.29% and 19.05%, respectively),
followed by the UK (13.27%) and USA (10.85%).
Figure 6(a) shows the regions from which the Italian visitors
came. Only flows greater than 2% are reported. As shown in
the figure, more than two-thirds of the total flow of Italian
visitors to EXPO originated from five center-north regions:
Lombardy, Emilia-Romagna, Veneto, Tuscany and Piedmont.

Fig. 5. Main origins of foreign visitors.

In particular, 36.12% of the visitors came from Lombardy,
which is the region where is located Milan, the city that
hosted EXPO 2015. Figure 6(b) shows the main cities of
origin of the Italian visitors. As expected, the greatest flow was
registered from Milan (31.63%), followed by Rome (5.97%),
Turin (4.91%) and Florence (4.34%).
E. Impact on local territory
Finally, we analyzed data to discover the main flows of
destination of foreign EXPO visitors to Italian regions and
cities, in the days after their visit to EXPO. This is useful to
understand the touristic impact of EXPO on the different parts
of the country that hosted it.
Figure 7(a) shows in which Italian regions the foreign
Instagram users went in the days after their visit to EXPO.
Only flows greater than 1% are reported. As shown in the
figure, 63.24% of the foreigners who attended EXPO visited
Lombardy (the region of Milan). Other regions with significant
flows were Veneto (10.85%), Tuscany (8.18%) and Lazio
(7.97%). Figure 7(b) presents the flows of destinations to the
main Italian cities. As expected, the most visited city was
Milan (59.06%), followed by Rome (7.18%), Venice (7.17%)
and Florence (5.21%). By looking at Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
together, we can see that in some regions most of the flows
was directed to their main cities. For example, in Lombardy
most visitors went to Milan (59.06%, out of 63.24% registered
in the whole region).
V. R ELATED WORK
Several approaches concerning mobility analysis from social
network data have been proposed in literature [2]. Some of
them are focused on trajectory pattern mining from spatiotemporal data, while others are more related to the analysis of
geotagged photo data. In this section we will briefly review
some of the most representative researches in both areas.

A trajectory pattern mining algorithm to discover mobility
patterns, modeled as sequences of visited dense regions with
travel time, is proposed in [5]. The authors extended sequential
pattern mining models to analyze moving objects, and evaluated the proposed approach over real data and synthetic benchmarks. In [6], a clustering algorithm is proposed to discover
local urban area dynamics. By analyzing social media data
of residents in urban areas, the algorithm discovers the local
assets of a city, such as municipal borders, demographics, development and geographic resources. Reference [7] describes
the analysis of geotagged tweets to discover the most frequent
movements of fans attending the 2014 FIFA World Cup.
By adopting a trajectory pattern mining methodology, several
results in terms of number of matches attended by groups of
fans, clusters of most attended matches and most frequented
stadiums, are reported. In [8] is studied how large events, e.g.
Olympic Games, could influence the flow movement of urban
population. Analyzing data from a large location-based social
service, the authors created a supervised learning algorithm,
exploiting a combination of both geographic and mobility
features, for predicting businesses thrive of local retailers
during large events. The framework described in [9] is aimed at
performing social data analysis for smart cities, in particular to
support smart mobility tasks. A Cloud-based platform for urban computing is proposed in [10], [11], which allows users to
execute workflow-based parallel tasks for discovering patterns
and rules from trajectory data. The experimental evaluation,
aimed at demonstrating scalability and efficiency properties
of the framework, has been performed on a real-world dataset
concerning mobility of citizens within the Beijing urban area.
The framework presented in [12] is devoted to spatio-temporal
analysis of massive georeferenced social media data, in which
the activities of social media users are modeled as space-time
trajectories.
Another challenging task faced in literature is the analysis

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Main origins of Italian visitors: (a) Regions; (b) Cities.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Local destinations of foreign visitors: (a) Regions; (b) Cities.

of geotagged photos published by social media systems, to discover Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) and frequent trajectory patterns for travel recommendation. In [13], tourist photos as held
by Flickr are exploited to estimate the probability that a tourist
will be visiting a landmark. The system proposed in [14]
exploits a trip model based on canonical mobility sequences
among touristic place clusters. Reference [15] describes a system that interactively helps users in travel routes planning, by
exploiting the popular destinations to visit, the visiting order of
destinations, the visiting time, etc. In [16], the authors exploit a
Markov chain model to discover tourist routes among different

RoIs and propose also an algorithm for topological analysis
of personalized travel routes for different tourists. References
[17] and [18] present two approaches for sequential pattern
mining from Flickr datasets. The algorithm proposed in [17]
is aimed at detecting fine and accurate arbitrary RoI shapes
that allow to discover meaningful landmarks and interesting
places, while the approach described in [18] discovers RoIs
using both space and time simultaneously, and thus allows
not only to find major patterns, but also to see at what times
these patterns are occurring. In [19] a novel neighbourhood
detection algorithm from geotagged data is proposed. As a

case study, the authors created a recommendation system
where neighbourhoods are suggested to Twitter users based on
textual profile information. The algorithm proposed in [20] is
aimed at discovering associative RoI patterns from geotagged
photos, by performing RoI clustering and association rules
mining. Reference [21] presents a strategy to exploit data
collected from location-based social media, in order to forecast
the area where a retail store may attract the maximum number
of customers. A method for ranking trajectory patterns mined
from geotagged photos is described in [22]. In particular, the
authors proposed an algorithm exploiting relationships among
users, locations and trajectories, to assign an importance score
to the discovered trajectory patterns. In [23] an algorithm is
proposed to classify (i.e., to discover the semantic type of)
a place in a city (e.g. schools, hospitals, train stations and
restaurants), based on data collected from Flickr photos and
tweets posted in the urban area. Finally, in [24] data collected
from Foursquare are exploited to investigate the properties and
the growth patterns of urban place networks formed by the
check-in patterns across a set of 100 cities around the globe.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper described a methodology and main results of an
experimental study aimed at discovering behavior and mobility
patterns of Instagram users visiting EXPO 2015. The study
demonstrated how the huge amount of data posted by social
media users attending a popular event can be analyzed to infer
patterns and trends about people behaviors related to that event
on a very large scale. In particular, when social media posts
are tagged with geographical coordinates or other information
that allows identifying the positions of users, it is possible
to perform mobility pattern analysis using trajectory mining
techniques.
We collected and analyzed the geotagged posts published
by about 238,000 Instagram users who visited EXPO. The
analysis allowed us to discover how the number of visitors
changed over time, identify the most frequent sets of visited
pavilions, which countries the visitors came from, and the
main flows of destination of foreign visitors to Italian regions
and cities after their visit to EXPO. A strong correlation was
registered between official visitor numbers and the visit trends
produced by our analysis, thus confirming the significance of
input data, the reliability of obtained results as well as the
effectiveness of the methodology.
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